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Looking for a new phonics programme for your school?Looking for a new phonics programme for your school?

Boost literacy levels in your school!

Boost literacy levels in your school!

Trusted by teachers, loved by children!

Written by teachers, for Written by teachers, for 

teachersteachers

Fun and multi-sensory with songs, 
Fun and multi-sensory with songs, 

stories and actionsstories and actions

Over 30 years of proven results 
Over 30 years of proven results 

enabling high achievement
enabling high achievement

Complete 7-year school literacy 
Complete 7-year school literacy 

programme with an extensive 
programme with an extensive 

selection of resourcesselection of resources

Range of training options with 
Range of training options with 

highly experienced classroom 
highly experienced classroom 

teachersteachers

Jolly Phonics and Grammar?
Jolly Phonics and Grammar?

High-quality 

SSP programme 

validated by the 

Department for 

Education!
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For over 30 years, the Jolly Phonics and Grammar programme has been trusted in 
helping schools create confident and fluent readers and writers.

 9 A comprehensive 7-year literacy scheme embedding systematic and 
progressive teaching of phonics, grammar, spelling and punctuation

 9 Enables children to meet and exceed the expectations of the Phonics 
Screening Check and National 
Curriculum

 9 Independent research supports the 
outstanding results

 9 Teaching is multi-sensory and active 
with fun actions, stories and songs

 9 Training options to suit your school 
needs, including online courses, apps, 
scheduled courses and whole school 
training days

 9 Resources provide detailed insights 
on the teaching approach to help and 
guide teachers

 9 Flexible, fun and easy to implement in 
school

 9 Developed by teachers for teachers

Reasons why you might be looking for a new 
phonics programme

“I’m looking for something “I’m looking for something 
that both the teachers that both the teachers 
and children will enjoy.”and children will enjoy.”

“I need a systematic “I need a systematic literacy programme that literacy programme that goes through the entire goes through the entire 
school.”school.”

“I want our teachers “I want our teachers 

to receive high-to receive high-

quality training.”quality training.”

“I don’t “I don’t 
want want 

something something 
written by written by 
people who people who 
have never have never 
even taught even taught 
in school.”in school.”

“Resources for our “Resources for our 

existing programme are existing programme are 

simply too expensive.”simply too expensive.”

“I have to “I have to 
be confident be confident 

that our that our 
programme programme 
is proven is proven 

to be to be 
successful.”successful.”

“Children need to “Children need to 
be able to access a be able to access a 
wide range of multi-wide range of multi-
sensory resources.”sensory resources.”

If any of these sound familiar, then Jolly Phonics could be If any of these sound familiar, then Jolly Phonics could be 
your answer!your answer!

“Teachers need the freedom “Teachers need the freedom to teach with a programme to teach with a programme that isn’t so prescriptive.”that isn’t so prescriptive.”

“Our school wants to use a programme validated “Our school wants to use a programme validated 
by the Department for Education.”by the Department for Education.”
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Year 1 / P2
ages 5-6

Year 2 / P3
ages 6-7

Year 3 / P4
ages 7-8

Year 4 / P5
ages 8-9

Year 5 / P6
ages 9-10

Year 6 / P7
ages 10-11

Reception / P1
ages 4-5

Children continue to refine and extend their earlier phonics knowledge with each year providing:
- 36 spelling lessons (1 per week) - 36 grammar or punctuation lessons (1 per week)

Daily Phonics 
Lessons

Choose from photocopiable handbooks or pupil and teacher books to deliver the programme.
Use decodable readers to match the skills that children are taught.

The Jolly Phonics and Grammar programme is so much more than just letters and 
sounds! With a rich selection of resources, teachers are able to access detailed 
daily lesson plans to introduce the 42 letter sounds, alternative spellings of sounds 
and tricky words whilst developing children’s blending and segmenting skills.

So much more than just letters and sounds!

The learning doesn’t stop after the first year of phonics, with an additional six 
years of spelling, punctuation and grammar taking your children all the way 
through their primary school years.

Teaching is systematic and progressive (and fun) meaning that previously learnt 
knowledge is constantly revised as new concepts are introduced and built upon.
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Why choose Jolly Phonics and Grammar?

Extensive selection of resourcesExtensive selection of resources

The core teaching resources are supported by an extensive selection of multi-
sensory resources. These resources support your children’s learning in a variety of 
ways, with teachers and children able to:

• Practice blending skills with over 145 decodable readers
• Feel the letter formation in debossed Finger Phonics Board Books
• Enjoy whole-class teaching with the Big Books
• Decorate the classroom with a wide range of colourful posters
• Sing the Jolly Songs and perform actions for each of the 42 letter sounds
• Practice writing and complete activites with Workbooks and Activity Books
• Watch the Jolly characters come to life with DVDs
• Play a series of fun games via the Jolly apps
• Discover new vocabulary and grammar terms with 

the Jolly Dictionary and Grammar Glossary
• Practice reading and dictation with Flashcards and 

Word Banks
• Discover letter formation and build decodable words 

with Magnetic Letters
• Assess reading ability with Reading Assessments

Many of the Jolly Phonics resources are bundled 
together in our Starter Kit and Classroom Kit, enabling 
you to get all the best Jolly Phonics resources in one go.

The Jolly Phonics and Grammar programme extends across 7 years of primary 
school, with the first year of Jolly Phonics followed by an additional 6 years of 
spelling, punctuation and grammar teaching.

The core teaching materials - interactive classroom software, Jolly Phonics for 
the Whiteboard; the black-and-white photocopiable Jolly Phonics Handbook; 

and the full-colour Jolly Phonics Teacher’s 
and Pupil Books - allow teachers to 
deliver high-quality literacy education, 
with different options for delivery of 
content and for different budgets. They 
can be used alongside each other, or 
independently, to provide your children 
with the highest quality education.

After the initial year of Jolly Phonics, these 
core teaching resources continue with 
the Grammar Handbooks and Grammar 

Teacher’s and Pupil Books. These resources introduce new spelling, punctuation 
and grammar concepts, constantly revising and consolidating previously learnt 
knowledge as new ideas are introduced.

Progressive 7-year literacy schemeProgressive 7-year literacy scheme
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The Jolly Phonics programme was first developed in 1987, using the synthetic 
phonics method of teaching the letter sounds in a way that is fun and multi-
sensory, enabling children to become fluent readers. Since then, we have been 
part of the remarkable transition that has made this kind of teaching mainstream 
around the world!

We have a wide selection of Case Studies and Research that consistently point to 
the high achievement in schools using the programme, as well as a selection of 
Partner Schools who you can contact to discuss the success they are enjoying right 
now! This can all be found at www.jollylearning.co.uk/evidence.

Over 30 years of proven resultsOver 30 years of proven results

Fun and multi-sensoryFun and multi-sensory

Jolly Phonics is fun and multi-sensory, ensuring teachers 
enjoy teaching and children enjoy learning! There are 
songs, stories and actions for each of the 42 letter 
sounds to help all children begin their reading and 
writing journeys.

Sue Lloyd and Sara Wernham, the Jolly Phonics co-
authors, were primary school teachers at Woods Loke Primary School in Lowestoft, 
England, when Jolly Phonics was first developed.

Sue and Sara continue to write new resources for the programme, whilst the Jolly 
team work closely with schools worldwide to develop high-quality resources that 
both teachers and children enjoy using in their classroom.

Written by teachers, for teachersWritten by teachers, for teachers

High-quality training optionsHigh-quality training options

We have a range of opportunities for anyone looking to undertake training, be 
it a beginner to phonics or someone simply looking for a refresher course. These 
options include a mixture of online and in-house training:

Whole School Training - Our Jolly Phonics Professional Trainers - independent, 
experienced trainers who have achieved excellent results with the programme 
- are able to provide tailor-made training to meet the needs of your school. 
Sessions are developed to ensure that there is consistent teaching of the 
programme throughout your school. 

Attend a scheduled course - Meet and network with other teachers. Get lots 
of practical ideas and advice from trainers who have used the programme 
successfully for a number of years and seen the difference it can make to 
children’s learning.

Online courses - Packed with audio, text and digital footage, these courses 
provide an interactive and flexible way to study. They will equip you with the skills, 
knowledge and understanding you need to teach the programme effectively to 
your class.
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SONG (Tune: Camptown Races)

My ear hurt.
I was in pain.
What did you try to say?

ACTION: Cup 
your hand over 
your ear as if 
you are trying to 
hear something, 
and say ai?

My ear hurt.
I was in pain.
/ai/? /ai/?

Here, you can see how the Jolly Phonics and Grammar resources tie together to 
build confident and fluent readers and writers!

This spread will show the teaching of the /ai/ letter sound through various 
resources within the programme.

Trusted by teachers, loved by children!

Introduce the new letter Introduce the new letter 
sound with our core sound with our core 
teaching resourcesteaching resources

Tell the story, sing Tell the story, sing 
the song and perform the song and perform 

the actionthe action

Practice blending Practice blending 
skills with skills with 

our decodable our decodable 
readersreaders

Practice blending, Practice blending, 
segmenting and segmenting and 

dictation with our dictation with our 
word banksword banks
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Develop writing and fine Develop writing and fine 
motor skills in our workbooks motor skills in our workbooks 

and activity booksand activity books

Discover fun activities to Discover fun activities to 
support learning of the new support learning of the new 

letter soundsletter sounds

Progress through the years as alternative spellings of the letter Progress through the years as alternative spellings of the letter 
sound are introduced. Starting with common alternative spellings sound are introduced. Starting with common alternative spellings 

<a_e> (as in ‘snake’) and <ay> (as in ‘play’), all the way through <a_e> (as in ‘snake’) and <ay> (as in ‘play’), all the way through 
to more complex alternatives like <ei> (as in ‘vein’) and <eigh> (as to more complex alternatives like <ei> (as in ‘vein’) and <eigh> (as 

in ‘weigh’).in ‘weigh’).

To find out more information about the Jolly Phonics and To find out more information about the Jolly Phonics and 
Grammar programme, please visit www.jollylearning.co.ukGrammar programme, please visit www.jollylearning.co.uk

Make a 
raindrop mobile

Write words with
an /ai/ sound inside 
each raindrop.
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Discover the brand new Jolly Phonics range!

As part of the Jolly Phonics refresh, we have a wide range of As part of the Jolly Phonics refresh, we have a wide range of 
fantastic new resources to build confident and fluent readers fantastic new resources to build confident and fluent readers 

and writers.and writers.

77 Hornbeam Road, 
Buckhurst Hill,

Essex, IG9 6JX, UK
Tel:  020 8501 0405

info@jollylearning.co.uk
www.jollylearning.co.uk

Social Media: @jollylearning

Visit www.jollylearning.co.uk to discover the full range!


